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Abstract: Travel time and travel tolls are the most important criteria in traveler's route choice.
In this paper, path-based trip assignment model is formulated. Also actual travel tolls can be
set according to path travel distance. Gradient Projection (GP) algorithm is adopted to obtain
path-based solutions and for computational effrciency, MPS(Minimal Path Search) algorithm
is used to find the shortest path. The model improves accuracy of trip assignment by
reflecting realistic travel tolls and is proved to converge much faster than the existing
assignment models. Given the path solutions reflecting travel tolls, objective function can be
specified from the relationship between tavel toll and travel distance and its measurc of
effectiveness can be easily measured. Therefore this model cannot only describe the situation
more realistically but also overcome the limited analysis of effectiveness, which makes this
model applicable more widely

Keyword: Path-Based Trip Assignment Model, Gradient Projection Algorithm, K-shortest
Path Algorithm, Travel Toll

I.INTRODUCTION

Traditional trip assignment model can be categorized as Link-Based Assignment (LBA)
model in that it is mathematically consisted of traffrc volume and delay function of links.
Since its solution is proven to be stable and unique,.the LBA models have been used widely.
On the contrary, Path-Based Assignment (PBA) model, which has lately attracted
considerable attention, is based on traffrc volume of paths with a certain O-D pair. Under
the necessity of assigning trafiic volume to paths between O-D pairs, it is expected that PBA
model can achieve effrcient traffrc operation.[][2]
Trip assignment model, which forecasts traffic volume of links or paths with given O-D trips,
describes route choice behavior of travelers at the same time. Because the most important
criteria in selecting routes are travel time and cost, trip assignment model must be developed
to reflect these criteria.
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Furthermore, stnce rhe *'ay of imposing toll varies with Eaveling path, total rip length must

be knolro in order to reflect realistic taveling cost, However, LBA model can find only the

traffrc volume of links but not the total tip lengXh'

The purpose of tlus paper is to establish the path-based trip assignment algorithm and

consequently to develop path-based assignment model that can rcflect realistic tavel tolls.

2. BACKGROTJNI)

As general ways of solving trip assignment problem, techniques such as Frank-Wolfe(F-W)
algorithm or convex combination algorithm have been u,iaety applied. F-W algorithm
determines the direction and the maximrrrn shifting size in the area of possible solution. [t
achieves the minimization of the objective function using link-based mathematical planning.

Using this solving process, traffrc volume is transferred from links to links and traffic volume
of links will be found as a final result.

On the other hand, in PBA model, detemrinant variable is traffic volume of paths. Therefore,

every path must be searched and memorized in each iteration, With insufficient memory and

ineffrcient central process of old computers, it was difficult to apply PBA model to
transportation engineering fi eld.

However, recently advanced computer system and optimizing techniques have made it
possible to assign traffrc volume with PBA model in red time. With th€ technical supporq

PBA model is attracting attention in that traffrc volume of paths is essential in route guidance,

traffic control, and real-time traffic operation. In addition, the result of PBA can be applied to
estimation of O-D tables, assessment of environmental impacts, validation of mo&ls, and

establishment of logistic system.

The very recent research about PBA model reached the level of assigning traffic volume in
large network. One of the most remarkable PBA model is Jayakrishnan's which uses Gradient
hojection (GP) t3l algorithm. Jayakrishnan's research results show that PBA model using CP

algorithm is more effrcient than LBA model using F-W algorithm, in various size of networks.

t4llsl
In trip assignment, finding possible paths is the one of the most important process. While
minimum path algorithms, which find only one path, have been generally used, it has

limitation in that it is deterministic model and can hardly be used as a Measure of
Effectiveness (MOE).

In path-based trip assignment, it is necessary to list and compare all possible paths, !o the

number of possible paths tends to increase very rapidly with increasing network size. Yet the

actual traveler will choose a route among a few possible ones in practical condition. Thus,

actual number of meaningful paths doesn't change rapidly with the network size.

Recently, considering these aspects, K-shortest paths algorithms are used to find several

possible paths.[6] K-shortest paths algorithms, which search K paths with given O-D pairs,

are applied to route choice problem in trip assignment model, minimum path problem with
multi-criteria" Pareto's optimal path problem, and other trip assignment models.

Minimal Path Search (MPS) algorithm, used in this paper, introduces the concept of reduced

cost to improve the effrciency of Yen's generalization algorithm. With suitable data structure,

the performance of this algorithm is enhanced. One of the efficient data structure is 'sorted
forward star form.' Er.,ery stage of MPS algorithm is the same as that of Yen's generalization

algorithm, but new possible paths can be found morc simply.
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3. GRADIENT PROJECTION ALGORITHM

Gradient Projection (GP) algorithm is one of tlre optimizing techniques using direction
searching method and is applied to solve optimal path assigning problem. In each iteration
this algorithm is performed on the basis of the minimum path for eaeh 0,'D pair and its
minimal value of first-order derivative costs, and the variation of traffic volume is calculated
based on the second-order derivative. Of course, when the variation is so large that the taffic
flow becomes negative, it will be projected into zero This algorithm solves the optimal path
assigning problem by the general methods such as Steepest Descent Method or Newton's
Method with additional restrictions.

In minimizing problem of any function f, assuming tlrat it is second-order differentiable

function of n-dimensional vector y=(x,,.'.,r,), its gradient and Hessian matrix are as

follows.

,Y2 71xy =

a'zfQ)...a2f@)
(&,)' &r&,

u@ qr@
&,fu, @'")'

where, it is assumed ttrat V'?71r; is positive semidefinite for any x.

The method to find the minimum value of / from the initial value of xo with no constraint is
proposed, that is,

.rr*f =.rt -arv71x'1, k=0,1,...,n 0)

where, at is positive stepsize determined by a certain rule. In this iteration the change of
the value, except when the gradient equals to 0 and the solution ii optimal, follows the
direction of the negative gradient, that is, the direction of the value of function decreases.

Generally, the stepsize ar is determined by

fl*' - orv11r' )] = Tln /[r' - ar v7 1xr 1l (2)

In another way, a' canbe specified as a particular constant, that is,

a* =d for all k

Under non-negative condition x, 2 0 the rninimization function f car, & formulated as

follows.

minimize /(r)
subjectto r>0

(3)
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Gp algorithm is an optimizing technique turder this constraint, which is adjusted'form of
Steepest Descent Method. Thus, as Eq.(4) strows, iteration procedure including projection

would be perfurrnea.

,t*t =[r' -a'v71r'11 , k=0,1,...,2

With rcspect to any vector clz\+,projection of z can be writtren as folloun.

[max{0,2,}l

Ey =1.*1o,al | (s)

L*fo,r,l.l

Convergence speed of GP algorithm can be enhanced by multiplying any proper positive

definite scaling matrix ^Br .Then, Eg(6) can be formulated.

,'*' =[r' -atB'vf({)f , k=0,1,...,n (6)

Assuming the existence of inverse function of Y2 f the fastest converging way is to
denote 8r as follows.

B* =[vrl(r,)f'

With this Br and constant a*, the algorithm converges very fast near the lowest point. Yet

this result is hardly obtained in that the inverse function of V2/must exist and be known.

Then, as an approximation of optimal 8r,the diagonal entries of inversed Hessian can be

used and that is,

(4)

(7)

a'=l o

0

| 6'zy1x')]-'

L (a,'rl 0

| 6zyg')1-'

Lavl
0

0

0

Ia'71r'r1-'
161

Where, B' is diagonal and positive definirc scaling matrix.

With d as an approximation of inversed Hessian, iterations can be presented as follows.

x,r*, =1x,*, -"rl#|)-' *y,'rr. , i =t,...,n (8)
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It can be rcwritten that

4r*' =max{o,4n -r-[47+l'#,''r, i =1,...,n (e)

In iteration process step-size ar can be determined in various way. One of them is to put it as
a specific constant and in this case determination of that constant value is a critical issue.
Generally, according to literatures about nonlinear problems, it is recommended to use I as a
constant value of ar.
GP algorithm converges slowly near the optimal value, but generally converges fast to the
optimal value in early stages. In practical assigning problem, to approach the admittable nmge
of value in the small number of iteration is much more important than to get an accurate
optimal value. Therefore, it can be said that'this algorithm yields quire satisffing result.

Furthermore, this algorithm is superior to the F-W algorithm. <Fig. l> shows the difference
be(ween GP and F-W algorithm. While iterations of F-W algorithm ngzag, GP algorithm
finds the optimal solution more efficiently.

d Gradient proiection alOorithm :

Prograss lo. n6Oativs gradient
direction ol objective lunction. When
it is neCative. ii js proiecled inlo iero.

b) Frank-Wolte algorlthm :

P,oOrass lor an edoa of possibte
aea basgd on linear apptoximatlon
ol obiactive function
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4. DEVf,LOPMENT OT TRIP ASSIGNMDNT MODEL REFLECTtr{G
TRAVEL TOLL

4.I NOTATION

Notation in this model is as follows.

i= origrn

7 = destination

a= link
a = OID pair in process =y
p = path in process =yr
Z, = traffrc volume of tink a=Zl,le*.d;

P,rr= traffic volume of path, u"rn'"rrr. i to destination j

5i,= l, if link a is included in path r from i to j
0, otherwise

P, = trips on O/D pair = P,

S,delay function of link a
S"(I/,) =delay cost for traffrc volume Voot link a

[ = time converted form of travel toll for path p =4r,

1', = paths set of ar

p-= minimum path cf O/D palr a,

Lr= #of links included only once either in p or in shortest path A
d, = first derivative cost ofpath p

do : firs derivative cost of shortest path

.I/, = second derivative cost of pathp

p-,n = shortest path considering total cost

& = k-th shortest path considering IC, only

LC r= costofpathp considering distance and delay oflinks

TC r= total travel cost of pathp = LC o+7,
pl, = minimum path from origin s to destination t

c,,,, = travel.cost of link (2, n )

c-=reducedcost= ,7,, -x,, lc,,n

,r,,= minimum path cost from rn to destination

l(v) = set of links included in paths from any node v to destination r

4, = r"t of minimum paths for all OiD pairs

I = convergence criteria
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4.2 DEFINITION OF OBJECTIVE FTJNCTION
In order to develop assignment model based on usier equilibrium (UE) and travel cos! firstly,
the objective fi,rnction ofuser equilibrium is defined, that is,

Min. )t"t.aw
In existing trip assignment model, travel cost was calculated by link cost of above function
plus tavel toll imposed on travelers where two terms must be consistent in unit. That is to say

that travel toll must be converted into time {to calculate the objective function in terms of
lime. To means tl:e travel time converted from the travel toll of link a which is independent

of traffic volume I,, .

Moreover, it is assumed that every user has the same value of time in order to uniformly
include travel toll in cost function. The dual criteria assigning problem can be avoided by this
assumption, therefore, it is applied to this study.
Consequently, the objective function ofuser equilibrium reflecting travel toll can be presented
as follows.

=I f"r,tru, *lf r,*
=l( t,ular+lf r,r',a* (11)

The latter term of Eq. (l l), which is based on links can be substituted with paths based term.
By doing that, various toll system based on paths can be alplied to tip assignment model.
Furthermore, travel toll can be calculated without additional si.t ps in PBA model.
In other words, by substituting travel toll of the objective firirction with traffic volume of
paths and time converted form of travel toll, it becomes possible to reflect more practical
travel toll in assignment model. Similarly, by assuming that time converted form of travel toll
{, is independent of path volume Pr,and the value of time is fixed, Eq. (l l) can be rewritten
as follows.

Min. l("t"r,t* .141r,t, e2)

Constaints of the objective function (12) are conservation of traffic volume and non-
negativity alike general UE models. Based on the discussion above, the objective function and
constraints can be summaizsd, that is,

objictive tunction Min. ) ft+frn .141rrf-
constraints 

lP* = ,u Vi, j

Pa,>O Yi,i,r
' vo=ZZZpr,6,,

tjr

(10)

Min. 
T Itrs,trlar*Cl
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It can be said that the first order condition of this objective function consists with the

"quiliUri". 
condition of general UE model, so this objective function satisfies the equilibrium

condition.
The solution of PBA model is unique in terms of link volume, but it is not unique in terms of
path ,olume even if it is optimal. the objective function in this model is also convex to link

volume, so it satisfies the uniqueness of link volume.

4.3 PATH.BASED ASSIGNMET{T MODEL REFLECTING TRAVEL TOLL

Generally, the objective firnction should be second order differentiable in order to apply the

Gp algorittrm. Since the objective function here is formulated with integral of cost function,

the cost function should be first order differentiable.

The procedure of GP algorithm is as follows.

xitt = mar,{o, x*r-ah n;'@e-d P")),

for alt ot eW,p e P,,p *[,

Where d, and d- means the first derivative cost of path p and shortest Pafh p,

respectivelY, that is,

dp= ZD',={ ls,{v;Y+r,
oll lh*s oll lin*t
aonPdhp oonPothP

or= *,A'',=l*E s,(v,)l+T- 04)

aaPahf,, oaPorh f,

Il, is second derivative cost and can be presented as

Ho=lD".(v:)=US',(v") 0s)

Iterations of Eq. (15) terminate when the variation of the objective function- redruqed. to.a

certain range ofirror. tn this study, it is assumed that variation rate of the objective funttion is

less than 0.1%.

One of the critical issues in GP algorithm is determination of the step-size a'* . As mentioned

bcfore, c* is assumed to be a constant. Since, by doing that, calculation can be less complex

without decreasing the convergence speed, many ofprevious research adopted constant asar .

As a rcsult of trial and error, it was decided to use I as at

In iteration process, in order to transfel traffic volume to shortest path, only paths that have

practical traffic volume on them would be considered. In other wolds, paths that have no

traffic volume initially or lose their taffrc volume during iterations (xf'r = 0) will be excluded

from next iteration. Then, the number of paths in process decreases, and the calculation

becomes less complex.
Minimal path search, the sub program, is based on the path based shortest path algorithm to

keep the consistency. Previous shortest path algorithms generally search the minimum cost

03)
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path based on link costs, wtrich describe the distance and delay of links. However, travel toll
is imposed not on the simple zum of link distances, but on tire traveling parttr oi 

" "161, 
;

previous shortest path algorithms are not appropriarc for pBA model.
In additior; if general shortest pattr algorithm is applied to PBA model, all the possible paths
frtrn origin to destination should be searched, *a, ano summing up e*prerso,ay tols with
pr'"u1 eosts for each path, a path wtrich has ttre smallest tavel cosi should be choser. Brt, in
tl'.is case, the number of possible paths increases very rapidly with incrcasing networt size, so
it is impossible to use it practically.
conse-quently, this paper proposes a new shorGst path algorithm. By using Mps (Minimal
Path Search) algorithm among the K-shortest paihs agorittrms, tt " nu.U". of paths in
consideration was minimized, and travel tolls were considered in the model. Furttrermore, the
efficiency was improved.
According to the tliscussion above, the shortest path algorithm in this paper is as follows. First,
using general shortest path algorithm in each iteration, find tde initial strortesr paitfr'
considering only the distance and delay of links, and then, adding the uavel toll ofthat path,
calculate the total cost of initial shortest path. Next, for eachof otf,er pattrs (from second io k-
shortest path), calculate path 

_cost considering the distance and defiy of links using MpS
algorithm, and if it is larger than*he path cost of initial shortest path, ttr"n rtop. foi p.ttt
chosen in this way, calculate the total travel cost by adding t 

"uit 
toit to patli cost. 'ihen,

choose a path with the smallest total cost for that iteration. In this pro"edure, since paths
whose path costs are larger than the total cost of initial shortert p"tf, are eliminated', the
shortest path reflecting travel toll can be found efficiently.
As stated above, the shortest path algorithm in this paper is an improved one in that it reduced

*" ,T*b:r, of patJ11o. be considered, and K value doel not need io bc chosen arbitary.
The algorithms of PBA model considering travel toll can be arranged as follows.

l. Find the minimum puthr p.' considering travel toll for each o[D pur, at .

- (subroutine min path)

Include that path into path set X,,X2,...,X,
2. Assign initial volunies of each O/D pair to minimum paths.
3. Calculate cost of each path using cost function.
4. Calibrate objective function l.
5. Find the minpath [*'' considering travel toll for each O/D *,r,o)

- (subroutine min path)

6. For each path p inX,, find rf'' according to the following equation.

xru -max{O,xf - aH' (d, - d)l
forallaeW,pep,,p*fi

7. Assign ,l*' * taffic volume of each path p.

Assign p.-Lr'r" to the min path of each OIDpir, at.
8. Include the minimum path into path set d.
9. If, for any path in X., traffrc volume of that path equals zsro (xl,t={)), exclude it from
X,
Repeat 5 -9 for each O/D pair.
10. Calculate path cost using cost function.
I l. Calibrate objective fimction k+I.
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12. If (objectiv0 fiDction k - objective 6tn6ie1l+l/(objective ftrnction k+l)S e 
' 

stop'

Otherwise, go to 5'

r Subroutine min parh$r{in. path algorirhm ref}ecting opressway toll)

l. By using min path algorithm, futd min path n considedng LC only. Ihen calculare LCr '

2,P-^+ Pr'
3.lf Tr*0,thenfind fq,

aodsctrcrb=rcr.
If 4=0,then P.r=p'.
and go to 10.

4.i- I
5. Find pa bY using MPS algorithm, and calculare IC,', '

- (subroutine MPS)

6.lf LCbt ) IC,,thengoto 10.

7. Othemrise, fird fcd.
8. If fcd< ?E,n,th€n P,iots P*r md TC^,+TC,,,

9. Otlrenrise, i - i+l and go to 5.

10. OuPut P* and stoP.

I Submrrinc tv8S(Algorithp which find K-shorrcst path )

l. Find rhe minimum p"th 4' of an O/D pair'

2. Calculate "* fot all lir*s(z,z) e A

3. Arrange all links in link cost fr order'

4. Pr- minimum path from origin s to destination t
Ie I
X'{a}
Tr* { Prl

5. Ifk > KorX= @,thengoto9.

0.X- X-{R}
u.- nodeexcepttin P*

7. For each node x e P1.,,

if A(v)- Ar,(v)+A ,then

(v;) - thefirstlinkin l(v)-lr,(v) (smallest il )

q + pl"lv,(v,x),x1" P'o

X e Xw{ql
q,, ? {v,(v,x),t\" Pi,

Tr +Tr\r{4,,}
3.1_ k+l

P** minimum Path in X

ouput k-th min Path Pr and go to 5'

9. Stop.
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Figure 2. Algorithm of pBA model reflecting travel tolls

4.4EVALIIATIONS ANDVALIDATION OF TH.E MODEL

For the evaluation and validation of the model proposed in this study, the results were
compared with the ones of EMME/2, which was LBA model using F-w algorithm.
PENTIUM-I33 MII432MB RAM) was used in analysis, and the-vatue oflUiective function,
the number of iteration, and convergence speed of two models were measured.
Two models were performed on Sioux Falls Netrvork. For the easy check of the relationship
between travel toll and travel distance, O/D and some lirtk 

"uribut", 
were changed from

original data
In the case of with/without tolls, an error of assigned traffic volume between two models was
less than 5 percents. (See appendix)
Table I shows the results of two models. The values of the objective frmctions of two models
are almost equal to each other with/without tolls and it stanis for that the proposed model
converges on the optimal solution.
The iterative number of the proposed model is about a half of that of EMME/z, and it is
caused by the fact that GP algorithm used in the former converges rapidly than F-W algorithm
in the latter. cPU time also shows that the former is better in coivergencl speed.
Figure 3 shows the converging process of the objective functions,La it points out that the
proposed model has an advantage in converging rapidly in its early stages. It means that if the
number of iterations were restricted, the proposea model would yiita altter resutt.

Development of a Path-Based rrip Assignment Model Under Toll Imposition

Dath lld r.r'' lo aeh palh
P.-fx.br to min D.th

Fhd mkl p.th
b6.d on O.lh bdd cort

PATH-8AS€O ilN PATH
ALGORITHU

I suBRourNE I

I ups mconrrx, I

I 
tx-rr sxonresr errxr 

I

Al{Fnothilc siroMt
for mln Orth

Find mh pdt bsd il g{rr

Cd@lM x,hr ol9.th 9 tt[t talG
leahrcrelirE C!.OBi
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Table l. Results of two models

EMME/2
Proposed

model

Without tolls Withtolls

EMME/2 '[ffif
No. of iterations

0.9

32

time
(seconds)

0.3

l5

0.5

t4

0.7

value 8,342.8 8,340.3 11,223.4 11,221.5
objective firnction

145@

o
E 1400
c
J resm
o
'3 

'smo
c)
6 rzsoo
o
o 12m
o
fr rrsm

e lrm
F

105m

\

34567

No. of iteration

Figure 3. Comparison of the value of objective firnctions by No. of iterations

5. CONCLUSION

In this study, the path-based assignment model that can reflect travcl tolls is developcd to

solve the optimal path assigning problem.

This modet has two stages: the first is an assigning process using Gradient Projection(GP)

algorithm, *fri"f, 
"onuE 

i". i"","r tnan pranl-wolie algorithm mostly used in ge^neral

;;[nin! models. The sZcond is to search the shortest path as a substnrcture of trip
*.ig.*ilt model. In this study, MPS(Minimal Path Search) algorithm which is one of the K-

shortest path atgorithms is adopted to overcome the computational ineffrciency of path-based

model searching all possible paths.

The assigning rcsults reflecting tolls between each origin and destination can be widely used

not ody-tg iotynthe attribuies and effects of travel behavior according to the level of tolls'

but to make a political plan for transPortation operation and management'
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The model is applied to the Sioux Falls Network, and the assigning resulrs are almost equal to
the ones of EMME/2. Furthermore, it is better in the aspeciofionvergence speed 

"na 
tn"

number of iterations.

The limits of this study and the research to be continued are as follows.

To make better use of this model, a method which can be applied to a public tansportation
and a network as large as nationwide one has to be established.

An analysis on the probler-ns due to non-uniqueness of solutions inherent in the pBA model is
required to enhance the rationality of this model. If the volume change of each path, which is
caused by the change of initial cbndition, would be investigated, mJre practical solution out
ofplural ones could be deduced.

For the application to tle area of Intelligent Transportation System(ITS), a study which can
combine this model with the dynamic assignment model shouli be continued.
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APPENDIX

&

<EMME/2 result without tolls> <Proposed model result without tolls>

<EMMEi2 result with tolls> <Proposed model result with tolls>
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